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ECYP TASK FORCE OBJECTIVES

**Better understand** the needs and interests of Early Career and Young Professionals (ECYP)

**Target and engage** ECYP members in activities through multiple media

**Provide opportunities** for growth, learning and networking

**Increase membership and engagement** of ECYPs in overall IWRA activities

**Create a stronger ECYP voice** through cross-cutting relationships with other international organizations
ECYP Task Force

- Webinar Series
- Social Media
- Outreach & Partnership
- WaterSpeaks
WEBINAR SERIES WORKING GROUP

- Transboundary Water Governance in the Arab World

- The Role of the SDGs and WASH initiatives in the Water Scarce World

- The Nexus of Law and Water: Recent developments in the rights of nature and ecocide, in collaboration with Water Security task force
Are you a junior water professional seeking mentorship to develop articles that meet the criteria for publication in academic journals?

Join our Publication Mentorship Initiative!

Gain mentorship from Water Experts to publish articles on the Publication Theme: "At the Interface of Science and Policy"
OUTREACH WORKING GROUP

- **Global Networking Cafes** bring together individuals and organizations with the aim of facilitating:
  - Collaboration
  - Knowledge sharing
  - Networking

- **Water Global Networking Cafes** collaborated with:
  - World Youth Parliament for Water
  - MedYWat
  - Water YouthNetwork
  - European Youth Parliament for Water
  - Waterlution
  - UNESCO’s Groundwater Youth Network
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WATERSPEAKS

- WaterYourStories Open Dialogue
- Groundwater Speaks
- Nature-Based Solutions Speaks
NEW IWRA MEMBERSHIP STRUCTURE

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIPS

BRONZE
Entry-level
FREE!

SILVER
Highly Engaged
USD 65/ year

GOLD
Premium Experience
USD 165/ year

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

SILVER
Small Organization
USD 550/ year

GOLD
Large Organizations
USD 1500/ year
JOIN THE IWRA COMMUNITY!

You can become an IWRA member as an individual, cooperation or institution.

Scan the QR code for more information